Playboy's Casting Calls

Sacramento

Sacramento Casting

We had a bunch walk in gold when Playboy's Casting Call crew headed to California's capitol city in search of fresh, new faces. But we were absolutely overwhelmed when nearly 200 sexy girls showed up in Sacramento to see if they had what it takes to be part of the Playboy Family. Here's a crop of the hundreds of California babes who do have the right stuff. Go to www.playboy.com/castingcalls to find one whom you'd like to see in our casting call canvas.
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HEATHER RENO Which of these statements is true? 1) Heather is the adopted daughter of Angela Jolie and Brad Pitt. 2) Heather helped Al Gore invent the Internet. 3) Heather became aware of her sex appeal only a few months ago. Hand to believe, but number three is correct—Heather wasn’t aware of her sizable factor until I was approached by a photographer and had my first photo shoot.

For all her inexperience in front of the camera, though, Heather was amply prepared during her 5th session. “I was extremely comfortable—much more excited than nervous. It was an honor and a wonderful opportunity.” Still, as happy as she is with the results and the attention she’s getting, she’s sticking to her original 10-year plan to have a career in criminal psychology, get married and have kids. “Mostly it’s about enjoying life, friends and family.”

ANETA SRIMROVA Her phenomenal face and figure quickly made her a local modeling superstar, but the internet instantly identified this Czech beauty now. Here’s this, in every corner of the world. Vitalis: 95, 1103, 110, 23-35. Mother: 4, 9, 11, 12. KRISTY MORGAN At only 21, this girl understands all her options before she commits to one. This type of lifestyle, she says, is the key to her success. Do you know the story?

SHANNON DODGE As an avid rock climber, Shannon approached the prospect of posing for the camera with the same perspective she would tackle a challenging climb. “It was abysmal advertising a problem—what it means, what it’s about. And when you’re done, you’re done—and that’s it.” While her friends are used to her outdoor adventures, they were surprised by her venture into modeling. I was shy in high school. Only recently have I become 100 percent confident with who am and the choices, I make. The only approval I still need is from my mother.” Vitalis: 95, 1103, 24-35. An Al Smith: 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 96.

LACE ROSE ALLEN This 21-year-old model was publiclyounced through high school, graduated with honors and was awarded a full-ride scholarship to college. She’s studying toward a career in international law, but music is in her blood. “I’m a classically trained pianist, but right now I prefer to rock out in my band. I write my own songs and have won composition competitions—I’m extremely proud of that.” Vitalis: 95, 1103, 24-35. An Al Smith: 22, 23, 24, 25.

TARA NICHOLS There’s a time line between self-confident behavior and overly aggressive behavior and Tara expects you to know the difference. She doesn’t like guys who constantly ask if it’s OK to hold her hand, touch or kiss her—first of all. “I won’t let him.” Vitalis: 95, 1103, 24-35. An Al Smith: 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31.

CATHY SILVA A prolific collection of disco pictures proves evidence of her tendency to mix speed limits. Of course, it’s probably just a phase. But do you ever get caught?

ANGELICA CAPRANO She’s being driven by the need to achieve and make lots of money by performing in dance, modeling in the meantime, she rushes around in auditions, but doesn’t have a bad habit of breakthrough inappropriate behavior in the midst of a四川省, argument, but these personality quirks are easily forgiven. If you get the chance to wake up to the morning—she’s not only cheerful, she’s inceptive. “You meet with an extremely aggressiveipsis followed by a lick on the ear that keeps her down, down, down.” Vitalis: 95, 1103, 23B-24-35. An Al Smith: 40, 41, 42, 43.

TAMMY PLANTE We suggest gulping a few energy drinks before hanging out with Tammy—saying she’s “very active” is putting it mildly. Besides modeling, she also spends her time running, weight training, playing soccer, basketball, swimming, dancing and painting.

BRANDIS BRENLEY Having been born in and raised in New York, Tennessee, Brandis knows the area well—and in an area which should serve her well. She pursues her plan to be a real estate agent. Vitalis: 95, 1103, 24-34. An Al Smith: 58, 60, 61.

JILLIAN BELLER Besides saying she’s turned on by guys who “know how to talk to a girl” and turned off by guys who “don’t know how to talk to a girl” we can provide you with any further conventional clues on ways to charm—except that if you have a Southern accent it doesn’t matter what you say. We also know that if you’re a pretty boy it’s best to rough it up around the edges before you approach her. If you have angel issues, don’t even bother. Vitalis: 95, 1103, 24-34. An Al Smith: 60, 61, 62.

GABRIELLA SERRAZZA Here’s the good news: She has no psychological model of the perfect guy—“I think men in suits are sexy, but that’s just what guys who are fashionably trendy.” Here’s the bad news: You may have to dig deeper into your bank account to make a lasting impression. Here’s why: “On the average date I’ve ever had, he took me on a helicopter ride, followed by an exquisite dinner and it ended with—well, that was the best part of all!” Vitalis: 95, 1103, 40, 41, 42-23. An Al Smith: 77, 78, 79.

CAROLINA COTTONE How refreshing—a woman who doesn’t date men for their money. One of the top vote getters from the Divine Fashion Call contests that her bedroom is covered in clothes, assorted postures and pictures of Picture, Most men know, in fact, have cleaner bedrooms than most women, so I can’t think of any way guys need to improve them. Now that male-ness is on a roll, we should add that she trims her men’s hair more than her women friends to fit her up on stage. “My guy pals know who all the balls and chains are and will keep me away from them.” With co-writer and serial romances eliminated all that’s left is a man who’s “sexy, passionate and smart.” Vitalis: 95, 1103, 24-34. An Al Smith: 82, 83, 84.

AURORA WILSON The people’s choice from the Sacramento Fashion Call trains personal protection dogs for a living and does jumper horses for sport. Belarus. She raises both her husband’s and her women friends to fit her up on stage. “My 110 pound guard dog choices my mom! If you make it past the canine inspection and preliminary being, you’ll probably be the guy I want to be with the most.” Vitalis: 95, 1103, 23, 24-35. An Al Smith: 88, 89, 90.
Playboy is coming

to a city near you!

Playboy's photo crew is in search of sexy girls for consideration as Playmates, Cyber Girls and Special Editors models. If you know a hottie who fills the bill, go to www.playboy.com cast.SelectedIndex for more details and to sign up for a Casting Call interview in one of these upcoming cities:

Seattle - September
Montreal - October
Phoenix - November

2007 Playboy calendars!

Instantly access Digital Special Editions

All of the incredibly hot and sexy girls in our monthly issues are just a mouse click away with Digital SE:

- Download all available issues—Lingerie, College Girls, Vixens, Nudes and more!
- Locate your favorite models using amazing interactive tools and cool features.
- Archival each issue to view the hottest girls on the planet whenever you want!

Subscribe Today - You'll get 8 issues for only $39.95 plus a free gift!

Get the New Digital Version:

- Instant Delivery: Consecutively delivered right to your computer every other month
- Enhanced Features: Get close to each gorgeous girl—zoom in to see every detail
- Quick Links: Locate your favorite sexy lingerie model instantly
- Easy Storage: Collect the world's most beautiful women—access anytime, anywhere.

All New & All Nude!

Available September 7 at retail outlets or at www.playboystore.com

Letters of the Month...

- I enjoyed the most recent issue of Lingerie and I especially loved the photographs of Jennifer Hunt (above). I am looking forward to seeing more of her in upcoming Special Editions and perhaps even in Playboy! —D.S.B.

- You should feature military women in a future SE. If you do I would like a Casting Call date because I am one of the few, the proud, the pretty Marines. —Elena

When I check out Breann McGregor's pictures one word comes to mind: breathtaking. She is the best thing that ever happened to Playboy. Please make her a Playmate—it will be the greatest gift of 2007! And I totally see her as the next Playmate of the Year. Woot! Woot! —J.P.
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